McMasters, Edwards Run-Off Next Week
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Strike, Rally Slated Today
Supporting National Protest
By JAY GBEENAN
Daily Political Writer
Anti -war sentiment will again be evident on campus as the Student Mobilization Committee ISMC1 has planned
a student strike and rally for today
in support of the March on San Francisco tomorrow.
The strike is part of a National
Student Strike being called by SMC
and is expected to be held on 3,000
campuses across the nation. At SJS the
strike will begin at 7 a.m, with infor-

Daily Rectifies
Incorrect Story
On Gunderson
An article which appeared under
the headline "Mage Charges
Dean
Gunderson with Censorship" in the
Oct. 22 issue of the Daily ertoneously
reported some major specific’s.
THE WATTS 103rd STREET RHYTHM BAND .....togetherness’

Black Experience Week
Begins Ten-Day Course
Black
the SJS
This afternoon
Studies Department will open its doors
to students, faculty and the public in
recognition of a ten-day "Black Experience Week."
The week’s cultural events of films,
concerts, arts and speeches will begin
tonight with a dance-concert featuring
the Watts 103rd Street Rhythm Band.
Admission to the dance at 9 in the
Loma Prieta Room is $1.50 for students and $2 general admission.
Tomorrow night the African Boot
Dancers will perform in Morris Dailey
Auditorium at 8 p.m. Admission is
free.
Ron Dellums, Berkeley city councilman, will speak in the Loma Prieta
Room at 7 p.m. on Nov. 17, to begin
the round of speeches.

Following Dellums on Nov. 20 is
Dr. Sinclair Drake, head of the AfroAmerican Program at Stanford and
author of ’’Black Metropolis." He will
speak in the Loma Prieta Room at 7
p.m. on the "Socio-Psychological Implications of the Movement."
Scholar-in-Residence Dick Gregory
will conclude the events on Nov. 25.
He will speak in the Loma Prieta
Room at 8:15 p.m. Nov. 24 and attend
various lectures and seminars while on
campus those two days.
In correction of yesterday’s Spartan
Daily, Julian "Cannonball" Adderly
and his jazz quintet will appear in
Morris Dailey Auditorium at 8 p.m.
on Nov. 18 and not in the Loma Prieta
Room. A film and Black arts festival
will round off the series of events.

Dr. David T. Mage, assistant professor of chemical engineering and president of the American Federation of
Teachers (AFT) has net made any
formal charges of "censorship and unethical actions" against Norman 0.
Gunderson, dean of the School of Engineering -- nor has he any intentions
of doing so.
Dean Gunderson did not "intentionally fail to distribute within the department notices of San Jose appearance of Angela Davis." In fact, Gunderson said he did not know of Miss
Davis’ scheduled
appearance
until
after the Oct. 22 Daily had been published.
As such, he added, he could not have
"dismissed the printed announcement
as not pertinent."
Apparently, Dr. Mage’s original complaint was that the Engineering Dean’s
office "attempted to censor the campus mail to prevent an authorized
concerning
Miss
campus
mailing"
Davis’ unconstitutional firing by the
University of California Board of Regents.
Dean Gunderson said, however, after
conferring with Dr. Mage. he agreed
to distribute the leaflets.

mational picket lines at all campus
entrances.
The reason for the pickets is to provide student with information about
the wir and to remind them that going
to class is a type of support for goyrenment Vietnam policy," said Pete
Graumann. regional SMC spokesman.
"Picket signs will be available to anyone who wishes to join in protest
against the war," he added.
NOON RALLY
At 12 noon a rally on Seventh Street
will feature Harry Edwards, organizer
of the 1968 Olympic boycott and former professor of sociology at SJS. Also
speaking will be Corkey Gonzalez,
Chicano leader from Denver, and Diane Feeley, from regional SMC.
Following the rally, four local bands
are scheduled to play for a street dance
on Seventh Street.
SMC, the group that has planned
many of the anti -war activities, is a
coalition of many groups against the
war. "We are open to anyone or any
group that wants to bring all the
troops home now, so there are many
political factions represented in SMC,"
said Graumann.
The first rhase of SJS participation
in the November moratorium came
ye,tcrrlay as a group of students and
faculty began a 50 mile march to San
Francisco to participate in Saturday’s
march.
MANY EXPECTED
Tomorrow 250.000 citizens are expected to march in San Francisco to
protest the war. They will begin assembling at Sansome and Chestnut
Streets about 7 a.m, and leave at 8
a.m. Along the way they will meet with
other groups at Mission Park (18th
and Dolores Streets) at 9 a.m. and
Kimbell Park (Steiner and Geary
Streets) at 10 a.m.
Participants are reportedy coming
from as far away as Idaho, Utah and
Nevada. The march will end at the
pato fields in Golden Gate Park at 2
p.m. with a rally. Scheduled to speak
are Rev. Ralph Abernathy, head of the
Southern Christian Leadership Conference, former U.S. Senator Wayne
Morse, Rennie Davis, one of the Chicago Eight, David Hilliard, Black Panther Party, Dan Siegel. U.C. Berkeley
A.S. president. Corky Gonzalez and
Delores Huerta, from the United Farm
Workers. Following the speakers Arlo
Guthrie and fluffy St. Marie will
entertain.

Campaign Opens: Candidates Come Out Shooting
By RAY 4:11,ES and CRARi TURNER
Daily Political Writers
Minutes after the totals were in.
Jim McMasters and James Edwards.
leading candidates in yesterday’s special election, exchanged verbal blows
in separate interviews.
Touching off the run-off campaign.
McMasters, who polled 1,816 votes yesterday, said Edwards "has a very limited point of view."
Edwards, just 54 votes shy of MeMasters, retaliated: "I don’t, feel he

IMcMasters) represents the kind of individual necessary to solve the kind
of problems here on campus."
Edwards, at his campaign headquarters on Ninth street, immediately
called for a debate. McMasters, at the
Spartan Daily office, said he would
consent to a debate "that stuck to issues and stayed away from personali
ties.
"I expected to run first," MeMasters
revealed. Admitting he was surprised
at the large Edwards vote, the Aquarius presidential candidate interpreted
the two slates’ success as a call "for
a complete change from the present
government."
Edwards said he wasn’t surprised
with the number of votes he collected
and the closeness of the finish. He expressed confidence that in the next
election, the positkms will be reversed.

Edwards, while not specifically labeling McMasters, was willing to comment on the type of people McMaster::
attracts. "He represents the element
of stagnation that certain people within society, who are afraid of change,
feel comfortable with."
"James represents a very limited
point of view," McMaster: asserted.
"He has a very negative attitude with
anyone who disagrees with him. He is
not going to communicate with the
Greeks because he’s closed his mind to
them . . . Student government deals

Edwards, with his running mates
John Merz, vice presidential candidate, and Tim Fitzgerald, treasurer
candidate, will clash with McMasters,
Steve Brennan, vice presidential candidate, and Frank Haber, treasurer
hopeful, in Wednesday and Thursday’s
run-off.

JIM McMASTERS
... slim margin

McMasters, while admitting that he
stands to the right of Edwards, said
"I don’t believe in labels ... It doesn’t
matter that I’m a moderate, I’m going
to be labeled a conservative. A conervatite is for the status quo. 1 believe in change."

JAMES EDWARDS
. close second

WI h 25,000 si uden I s, not just nutea."
n
"Those individuals McMasters makes
his appeal to," Edwards maintained,
"think that change rolls in on the
wheels of inevitability. Change, how(Wel% only comes through individuals
who are willing to struggle for that
change, and not for any one group of
people, but for all people."
McMasters said he would not solicit.
the support or endorsements of the
defeated candidates. "If they want to
offer suppart, that’s their decision.
I’m seeking the support of individuals."
Edwards also said he would not
solicit the support of any slate or candidate. but admitted he expected
third place finisher Bill Langan to
back him.
Leveling a charge at his rival. McMasters accused Edwards of "harassing" several of McMasters’ female
campaign workers who were handing
out leaflets yesterday. "lie called them
names, like ’sorority Sallies’ and other
names . . . That’s immature . . . I
think he’s got a lot to learn about
people."
"lie’s a good actor," Edwards said
of his oppMellt. "He fooled a lot of
good thinking White students into
thinking he was the one to vote for.
hasn’t changed at all from last
I
a. The theme of his campaign
.11aoldn’t be Aquaritis.’ hut ’The Same
Old Song."

Vote Differential 54;
Eaves Wins A.C. Post
By (ANDY BELL anti
BOB BRACKETT
Daily Political Writers
Don’t look now, but the seven-month
Associated Students I AS.) marathon
election is far from over. We’ve got
another run-off on our hands!
Anyone expecting a first ballot victory in this election was rudely awakened Last night when final vote tallies
showed a mere 54 votes separating the
two top vote-getters.
Jim McMasters and his Aqualius
ticket of Steve Brennan and Frank Haber polled 1,816 votes, or 33 per cent
of the vote. Hot on his heels, however, was the Edwards ticket, Jrunes
Edwards, John Merz, and Tim Fitzgerald, which polled 1,762 votes, or 32
per cent.
Some 5,460 students cast ballots in
the special election. Contrary to optimistic predictions that the turnout would be a record-setter, the vote
fell far short of the record 6,163 votes
card last spring.
Neither of the front runners came
anywhere near the 2,729 vote majority
necessary to carry the election on the
first ballot
It was just as tight in the fiveway race for the lone Academic Council seat. Jitn Eaves came out on top
with 1,139 votes, or 21 per cent. (Only
a plurality vote was needed to win the
seat.) Barry Bonifas took second place
with 1,078 votes, Larry McCloud took
third with 1,022 votes, Bob Crocker
took fourth place with 516 votes, and
write-in candidates polled 149 votes
collectively.
OTHER TALLIES
Tallies for other executive slates
showed Bill Langan’s Pace Setters polling 1.285 votes, or 24 per cent, Noreen
Futter and her Good, Bad and Ugly
ticket received four per cent of the
votes, 216. Paul Cammer s Brothers
Carry ’em Off garnered 191 votes, or
3 per cent of the total tally, while
write-ins accounted for 34 votes. (Jack
Tinsley, the only legitimate write-in
candidate, polled 15 votes.)
Election Board Chairman Bruce Wallisch has tentatively set next Wednesday and Thursday as the days for the

*

*

*

runvort election btarreen the ale:Masters 1111(i Edwards slates. Before Wallisch and his harried Election Board
staff left for a 10 p.m. dinner, Wallisch commented on the election:
"All 1 can say at this time is that
we were happy with the large voter
turnana and wish to thank all those
who helped us, especially Loren Cross
I director of the computer center), Dr.
Jacobs (Dr. James Jacobs, election
board adviser), and Paul Rosenberg
’student activities adviser)."
last
Comments from candidates
night indicate a fiery run-off campaign.
In separate statements, McMasters
and Edwards exchanged pointed jabs
and indicated they would be willing to
meet in a face-to-face debate.
ANDERSON
Pace Setter treasurer candidate Dave
Anderson. who said he spoke for himself and running mate Jeff Potts, said,
"The Pace Setters believe that AS.
government, to be effective, must be
an aggressive, rational force that will
move this campus towards the greater
goals of mankind. Out of the remaining two tickets, only one has the capacity to break A.S. government away
from the hollow role of the past. We
strongly support the Edwards ticket."
He emphasized that he was not
speaking for Pace Setters presidential
hopeful Bill Langan, who was at home
in bed with a 102 degree temperature.
Langan is expected to make a statement today.
Noreen Futter, head of the Good. the
Bad, and the Ugly ticket, pledged her
ticket’s support to Edward’s, "We’re
very pleased with what happened," she
said, "Our ticket unanimously supports
James Edwards and we will work for
him."
When asked by the Daily how she
felt about the election, Marles
vice presidential candidate on Miss
Fritter’s ticket said, "Not too bad, we
did what we set out to do."
Asked if her ticket’s purpose had
been to scuttle Langan’s chances of
making his presidency permanent, she
replied "yes."
Neither Cannier nor Tinsley was
available for comment at press time.

*

*

*

’Central’s’ Many Emotions
By JIM DOI’BoARIAN
Dally Political Writer
It was strange and lonely at Election
Central (Spartan Daily office)
last
night as a meager 25 persons showed
up to wait for election results compared to the more than 100 last semester.
It was an abrupt end (except for
the runoff) for most of those in attendance after a wait of seven months
for a "final" election and an elected
executive slate.
At 8:30 p.m. the small crowd waited
patiently as they did last semester
when the votes came in about 4:30
in the morning.
Cokes with a distinct flavor and odor
floated through the room, along with
the drinkers. The "red eye" that attacked onlookers last semester did not
prevail this time.
Also lacking were the impressive
appearances of
frontrunners
a nd
speeches that increased the sound decibels two-fold.
Reports from the computer room
told the Daily that the counting of
votes would involve three steps: 11
sorting and stacking of each slate’s
votes, 21 counting results in computer
language and 31 translation into acttial numbers.
At 9 p.m., stage two passed by and
reports were that within 20 minutes
the anxious candidates and onlookers
would hear the news.
But within five minutes, the Election
Board reported the results over the
radio, though they could not be heard
because of noise. However, they were
soon printed on a blackboard.
Massive shock and consternation settled over the room. Various questions
were bandied about, such as "are the
results final, or not?" Many wondered
about the surprise showing of the Edwards ticket.
Reggie Toran, treasurer candidate on
the Bill Langan ticket of last semester, hut a bystander this election,
beamed over the Edwards vote count.
claiming the "radical" came through.
After a while, laughter prevail’).
along with a sigh of relief from matt
who hoped the iretual election %stalk’
end soon and an elected officeholder
would assume his earned position.
Noreen Futter offered her emotional
comments to the crowd, saying she
would probably support the Edwards.
Mem and Fitzgerald ticket.

She also quipped with pride that she
attained one more vote than her running mate, Marles Alaimo, did in last
semester’s hassle when she ran as a
presidential hopeful.
Steve Brennan, vice presidential candidate on Jim McMa.ster’s ticket,
walked with pride and a smile on his
face, uttering that he could not believe the closeness of the vote. He said
he had expected the Aquarius ticket to
poll more votes.
Some spectators could not believe
Brennan’s appearance as he walked
around in gym shorts and a badly torn
windbreaker. He had just come from
an intramural basketball game.
As people filed out slowly, the topics
dwindled
also,
of conversation
down to the closeness of the vote and
the second -placing of Edwards.
Speculation also filled the air as to
who would win the runoff and why.
Many reports favored Edwards because
losing slates started throwing support
his way, but McMasters remained as
confident as ever.
The results were quick, as were the
wits of the politicians, as the comments flew. The conversation ended
just as fist as McMasters reflected the
tone of the evening saying, "I’m going
home."

A.S. Housing Board
To Establish Service
An information and referral service
for students with housing problems is
being established in cooperation with
the Associated Students 1AS.) HMSing Board.
The service which is available at
Bldg. Y. 215 S. 10th St., will be
open on Tuesday afternoons from 1-4
p.m. Such problems as cleaning demosits not being refunded, discrimination,
health and building code violations, illegal evictions and exessive rent increases will he studied.
seivice is intended to provide
students with knowledge of their tights
and privileges as renters. and to inform them is to possible onuses of
action or agencies where they may
seek assistance. Th, service will be
provided by Bruce Overoye with the
assist anee of the Student Organization
Advisement staff.
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Editorial

Back to Homeostasis
RS o illOntils
said
l’re-oboit N
ago he 5511111t1 not be affected in any
Its atiti-ssar prote.1.. Ile was affected. but not a. determined marchers
is (odd has e preferred.
Itt-testol. it. was t00% ell to disclose
that virtnally elimI" r..(1,
I’
a
inate. chances of peace within a reason:dile period of time.

Es idently. .1iiterica is destined to
totter precariously between anarchy
and a form of nieeguy fascism. Either
the resoluti llll ary element is ill artually
implement the oserthross of the -y -tem. or their dissent is ill be sma-hed
by the gradually tightening police -tati
grip.
There

may

be.

another

how ev er.

1tal tomorrow the march is on
again. 11:limaing the -Fall Offensiv

answer. ’Hie potential exists within our

111.1relles on V1 ashington and San

is hurled the key to the %atilt contain-

Presi-

1;rdlici-eo will twain confront

dent Nixon with the peace ultimatum
(Atli% Mils of their weak bargaining

society. but lies dormant. Somewhere
ing the singleness of

plarpose

that mice

characterized the .American ideal.
e.% e got to dig it up. or like Rome.
we shall burn.

position.
Ilits have no altentatise.

-J .B.

"Man, that’s really telling it like it is ... !"

nation

disided on a moral issue seeks to either
completely -plit or to reunite.

Thrust and Parry

Neither cum occur in the present

Mormons; Concerts: Jesus; Seale

state and dm hawk and dose lock in
mortal combat. linable or 11115% ’tiling to
return the nation to relatit e homeo-

’Divine Revelation’

stasis.

Guest Room

Door to Door
II% I ONGRE...11.1N GEORGE E.
BRONX N JR.
:2911i District. Calif.
Pre.ident Nixon. in his speech of Nov.
4. clearly outlined the extetisi )))) iii his Isar
iodic% to the domestic front: that is. the
President is 1111%$ 1111/1.111 seeking support
for a p.,ii.s if both sietors in Vietnam
and the effectise cessation of igorous
sent in America.
I I i effort. art reminiscent of those
rii.i.1. Jo Pre.ident Johnston. It is now in.
climb. lit ill
the students in this country
to see that I liii meet with the satin de.
I iiill not take the time here It, expand
»ii Al of the alternathes before us. I will
-mmls outline the course of action 1 Ire
li.N.

ill.

’1\ FACES (IF EXh’REiON
li seems to nie that we are faced with
a
wit.
today very much like that
w hit It we fared in Noember of 1967. just
two
ago. It would do us well to re.
rail -owe of the eircimistanees at that tint,.
I II, 1.....l. 11101.11111Oli
engaged in
titi- .1, owiedrations designed to pressure
the President to end Ilie war and the l’resident is 1S 4.11gag1.11 in a furious effort to line
tip support for his bankrupt polieies.
is lir continued is ith no apparent
end ill
sight and the eampits-es were ali%e with
students re.1.1 it it-u’alale their efforts. to
the point of iolence if tweessan!.. in order
to make the President listen.
tr.oluall at first. and then with inert -as.
tug speed. those is Ito had iaken their cause
into tlie -treets began 10 selk. and to find.
other as 1.111.11.s of express’ : au -nut’, that.
in the long rim. proses! to bale a far
greater chance of "tweet,.
N(-) LEADER
Not liming a leader in the White House
who was is lung to lead thi). oat’
out
of \
because ii was right, millions
of student" began to take atkantage of
us list lu, did has e: a politician in the
N1 hi IC I
who would do what Was
e--ary to please the largest number of
5isters.
Thus. by going door to door. Its talking
to and educating the voters tor the "silent
majority- if you prefer, and by working
for a candidate who would educate the
sitters and whose elect’
would make a
real difference. students in America began to turn this c ttttt itry around.
I belies e that we must now make this
effort again and that this time WO 111110
Iltut Slop Mild we are out of Vietnam anti
until use has,- leaders vho will f
la menially change our policies to insure
that this nation’s priority commitments are
tort and that no loon- "Vietnams" occur.

Editor:
This letter is written in response to the
current furor over the BYU situation. As I sat
back watching the clouds brew I wondered,
"Why?" I knew something about the Mormon
religion and BYU but figured I must not be
aware of something or I would be agreeing
with the majority of the student population,
so I did some research.
BYU ’contrary to what some people may
think) is open to any Black who may wish to
attend. They are subject to no more requirements our investigation than are whites.
Blacks may join the Mormon church but they
cannot join the priesthood. The reason for
this is that Mormons believe that Blacks are
the descendants of Cain and their black skin
is the mark God put on him. The "good"
Mormons do not practice its "racist" philosophy except in reference to the priesthood;
they believe that under the law of the land
any Black should have any civil right a white
has.
After researching I still find myself disagreeing with the majority, apprently. TO
protest BYU will accomplish nothing; it and
the Mormon church are probably inextricably
united. Ni amount of protest or legislation can
change the Mormon theology since according
to the Mormon laws such a change can come
about only by El divine revelation through
their living prophet, David 0. McKay. So one
can see that an individual Mormon and even
McKay himself is powerless to change the
theology. Divine revelation is the only method.
We have the right to disagree but we have
not the right to force our beliefs on the Mormon church.
Linda Meyer
A06463
LB

ad Programming"’

Editor:
Are the music concerts always to be subjected to bad programming? Last year the
Glee Concert had to compete with a nick
band. This year another performing arts concert has been put to a similar test. Is the
College Union Program Board so eager to
show off its new "fortress" that it has to use
a bowling alley and a public adress speaker
as background to an outstanding piano concert? Was not the Concert Hall and Morris
Dailey Auditorium built for concerts and lectures and the College Union for dances and
other social affairs? If conditions do not
change in the future, we might lose these
concerts.
Gwen Rice
A07323

Ile Loved People’
Editor:
Some say, "Jesus wouldn’t have fought in
Vietnam."
No. Jesus would not have fought in Vietnam.
lied he busy healing the sick, visiting the
lonely, comforting the grieving, and showing
mercy to the poor.
He’d be seen in company with Blacks,
Browns, Yellows, Reds. and Whites; "Capitalists," "Commies," "Hippies," and "Pigs"; in
fact. anyone who needed Uwe. He would have
dined in expensive restaurants with "the
establishment," Standard Oil Executives,
Guernment Officials, Police Captains, "Rednecks," ignoring shouts from the New Establishment of "Imperialist" or "John Bircher."
He also would have been seen on the street
talking to the doper. the pusher, the whore,
and the homo, ignoring the scorn of those who
seem to judge all men hut themselves.
Jesus never pointed out a problem that He
did not try to help solve. Not once did He

take over the Ili4h Priest’s suffice, ransacking
it and occupying it by force until His demands
were met. Jesus never led a march up the
steps of Pilate’s palace sh,iuting, "Imperialistic
Roman! Materialist Pig! Crucify him! Down
with Pilate!" Jesus didn’t spit on the Pharisees. He didn’t call the soldiers "Professional
Killers- or "Pigs’" when they nailed Him to
the cross.
Jesus just loved people, like God does. That’s
what Jesus did!
Brothers. To stop a war by any means with
violence still in your hearts stops only a symptom, not the disease. Peace begins in you. It
comes from God!
Jim B:agleson
Alumni sJsC

Information, Please
Editor:
It is high time that Academic Council set
up guidelines for our campus secretaries and
receptionists. Last year when I was seated
on Academic council I repeatedly complained
about some of the procedures these employees
employ on our student body and campus visitors. I feel that if a secretary or receptionist
does not have the information or the answer
to a question she should state so as, "I am
sorry. I don’t know the answer." I would respect this a lid more than the runaround
Iii’ the bull that many of them throw out.
Sam Milioto’s office or Academic Council
should set Op a program of procedures for
questions and answers. Why can’t their offices
set up question sheets to let the student ask
the question and then self addressed by the
student envelopes so he can have his answer?
I know that the people with the answers are
busy and are not always available, but a
system such as this could help the student
out and not have him perpetually lost in our
red-tanni numbered environment. This would
require little effort and less time might be
spent hassling with the receptionist. The student could then return days later to pick up
his answer or teme one dime to cover handling
and mailing. I’m ready ...
Larry S. McCloud
A16933

Seale Revisited
Editor:
Seale has a right to "feel bitter" and indulge
in neurotic behavior he should because he
has. Judge Hoffman h:Ls a right to use his
judicial powers without allowing Seale easy or
specially light treatment. Hoffman has a
right to prefer not to be called "pig" or
"fascist" --clearly contempt behavior. I do not
blame Seale for his "bitter" disruptions nor
Hoffman for using what was it tough remedy.
It is still unfortunate that the Editor of the
Daily resorts to vague and untrue defenses
for Seale. For example, "Seale, Revisited" says
that Hoffman did not allow Seale "basic or
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legal rights.- This is a gross distortion of the
situation. Judge Hoffman properly has the
right to make decisions about court procedures
whether the decisions are said by some to be
tough or unfair. The editor presents in "Seale.
Revisited" a Black popularity ploy. Blacks
and others will respect the Daily more for
keeping editorials reasonable rather than
merely popular with the campus "mmantic
culture." The editor states his case like a confused old maudlin social worker, too senile
and uneducated to produce rational arguments.
What specific "legal or basic" rights has
Hoffman denied Sealebesides an automatic
dictator’s right to impunity?
I support all non -neurotic and rational
Black equality action.
Paul Dawson
A18220
EDITOR’S NOTE: "vague and untrue"
defenses were not used to defend Seale.
Clearly defined constitutional rights of
counsel, defense, and neutrality of judge
and jury were presented as non-existent
its the Seale trial, in the interest of protecting the man’s rights, not the man.
Those disagreeing with that position were
asked to present evidence that Seale had
received due process. Dawson has presented no such evidence.

Staff Comment

’Be Counted’
By JAY GREENAN
To all those who feel that the Vietnam
Moratorium is a plot dreamed up hy the
radicals, I would like to remind you that
the United States is at war.
It is an undeclared war that has never
been supported by the voters and has cost
the United States more than $150 billion
and 40,000 lives.
To all those who feel that participation
in the Vietnam Moratorium would be a
waste of l
)), I would like to remind you
that on the strength of protest in this
country. a once popular president was presented front running again and his party
defeated.
Although Mn, Nixon has told us that
protest would taut affect him, it is evident
that antiwar sentiment on the campus and
in Congress has affected his decisions
greatly. He has fired General Hershey and
had his Secretary of State tell us how [unties! is hurting the peace talks.
Secretary of State Rogers also said that
President Nixon has taken steps to de-escalate the war, aimed at complete removal
of troops from Vietnam. Rogers boasts how
20 per cent of the combat troops will he
removed by the end of the year. Arithma
tic tells us if Mr. Nixon keeps up his present pace all combat troops will be gone in
just four years. Of course the removal of
the noncombat Iron,* might take another
few years.
How long will the majority of the people
in this country let this war go on? Him’
many more of our friends must die in a
war that alnmst everyone has admitted is
wrong? As the bumper sticker says, "Save
Lives Not Face;’ Mr. Nixon. Nov. 15 is the
day to stand up and he counted with those
who want an end to the killing.

A sseek In
Saturulas. NO% . 22., will
mark the sixth anniser-ary of the sl
thug death of President John F. Kr
.41),
in Dallas.
Since then. of el itir-e, his brother Hobert. Martin Luther king Jr.. Malcolm X.
and American Nazi George Lincoln Rockssell base met siolent deaths front assas,iii."
111 this is recalled to
I on the heels
of a gmer lllll en! report that was puldishell
recetill which slated that the potentiality
of assassinati llll iii the l nited States is
much greater than an, %%here else in the
world.
Basiealls. there are two reasons for this.
One is due to the fact that in America
there are numerous clected and appointed
posit’ s of power vs 164’11 are potential targets for an au:sit...ht. In many countries if
you assassinate 111r dictators. king. or
I’ rime niinister, vu u’s e just about nieltell
the whole ball of wax. But in the U.S., potential targets include the President, the
Vice President, Senators. Congressmen,
state legislators. gosentors, mayors. school
official-. top ranking militar) persmmel,
repretteurs.
and
VIOLENT COUNTRY
While this is a partial explanation. the
major
is that the I nited States is a
violent country. A hackneyed and overused phrase. 11 am aware, Intl still very
true.
A rifle-toting man climbs to the top of
the tower on the I. uuis ersity of Texas campus and kills or wounds 22 persons. Eight
nurses die in a sun age
!tilde slaying in
Chicago.
The American Medical Association reports that one in 10 Americans suffers
from sante form of mental illness and yet,
until recently. anyone could purchase allt
atic weal
s and anti-tank guns
through the mail. ’The rifle used to kill
JEK v -as a mail-order one.
Adequate gun control legislation is always proposed after a political assassination, but after entoti llll s dissipate, little is
really done to insure that guns will not get
into the hands of people who could use
them to liquify the brain of a President,
civil rights leader_ or you and me.
PEOPLE LOVE GUNS
America is a siolent country. Its people
love their guns. America’s violent nature
will come to the surface to the public eye
again in the form of a major political assassinaC
or a shocking act of violence.
It is impossible to predict just when, but
it will happen again.
The
st poignant example I can think
of to illustrate that Americans are accustomed to violence and the use of violence
to solve their problems is the contrast between the English and the Americans.
When the peutple in India. under Mahatma Gandhi, sought their independence,
they lay itt front of British trains and
trucks. Gandhi gambled that the British
were humane. He was right. They had no
stomach for clubbing and running over
people.
Now think hack to last year’s presidential campaign and George NVallace. He said
that if a detnonstrator lay down in front
of his car, it would he the last can that
demonstrator ever lay in f
t of.
Uninon. Sig
I. it appears we are dealing with a different psyche la-re.

Poetry
Dance to the music of the night -trees,
Singing into slumber night -dreams:
Twofold pattern: star and sky,
Crusty crumbs of a lullaby.
of a butierfield daze,
Pardon project’
little known leaves grey -gossamer haze
1.:pott a life like aebs still snarled,
gilts to graveyards burled.
Bitter Ii
Da Ilre to the is istlom of worlds unknown,
Buick I,, euphoric shelter-domes:
Fly into seaming like no mellow ap.
Here is always, the only stage.
Then again, straw of day
Slips to melancholy.
Blue-black nowhere place,
Startles fancy away. away.
Mimi Legge
A14332
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Chinese Beauty Queen Contest

BEAU TIES
t’aiiiptis Lite Editor’s Note:
Pinning. engagement or III trriage
ttttt ineeinents may be
turned In to the spartan Dail)
Office t.14 2O
in Bine.
EN

.46 EM EN T

Minaret Solidity, senior social
science major from San Jose. to
Ronald MeMahon, University of
Minnesota graduate horn San

lh BRUCE REILIA
Daily Feature Editor

Classie

:sail Jose

X linage
Plume 296-6113

LETTERS
RESUMES
STATISTICAL WORK
TERM PAPERS
FORMS

LUCIA NG ... Oriental cheesecake

dents. Tickets will ix. sold at the

Vann Gael’
On Campus
Monday Night
The music of the Scotch-Irish
will be featured on the SJS campus Monday in the form of the
"Chum Gael." The group of
Scotch-Irish singers and dancers
will be presented by the College
Union Program Board.
The group will perform in
Morris Dailey Auditorium at 8
p.m. Admission is free to students. Faculty and staff admission is $1.50, and general admission is $2.50.
Featured as tenor soloist from
"Clann Gael" will be Frank Patterson. The "Clann Gael" is corn ..posed of .young people- dancers,
singers and music-makers. They
have learned their arts well, first
at home, then in schools and colleges.
Presented for the first time
anywhere, the young musicians
are embarking on a coast to
coast tour of America, from New
York to Vancouver, which began
in September and will last until
Christmas.
Their music is drawn from both
the popular and classical traditions of Ireland and Scotland
The voices, dances, costumes, instrumentsall are authentically
Gaelic, from the Irish harps to
the colorful plaid kilts.

Why doesn’t it Snow?
bccallm 11( finally found
snov
People around here liaen’t been that lucky
so far this sea -on. I ntil the hm-pressure areas and cold
ss liv not spend some time at Heed’s,
fronts e
and sase hit.. .1 1111 OW) 1 /11 toplitality ski gear. When the
MIIIIiS (111111‘, he reath.
Tile Mall Is the p.14’11111)

sollie

RE-ED,s svoRT

..e...40:4escovaor

ROCKifteM"5
AVE.

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
EVERY NIGHT

Enchanters"

thaw.
When I asked Miss Ng if she
has had ;an opportunity to size
up her competition she said, "Yes.
I met them at a rally dance in
Berkeley. "Do you think you stand a
chance- I asked. Miss Ng giggled and bowed her head shyly.
Her president laughed and spoke
up for her contestant, assuring
me, "Of course she does. Today SJS; tomorrow Atlantic
City.

old education major.
year come in the spring semester," explained Miss GOO, "In the
spring we participate in International Week and Cultural Night.
We’d like to think that this dance
is one of the big events of this
semester, however."
Entertainment at Saturday’s
dance will be by two "well-

LIVE MUSIC
The Blue Note is now featuring a Rock band on Friday
nights and a Jazz band on Wednesday nights. Wednesday is still "Pitcher Night." And we’ve got lots of
dancing area. So if you dig drinking beer and dancing,
come on over either Wednesday or Friday for a great
time.
THE BLUE NOTE

tOlueTE

354 E. Campbell Ave.
Campbell

and for the finest in Steak and Lobster

Grog & Sirloin
354 W. SANTA CRUZ AVE.
354-3350

SUNDAY THRU THURSDAY 6-11 P.M.
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY 6-2 A.M.

The meeting place for those who like Action

51-tatIlqiNG
eaterwise
* NEW *
GRATEFUL DEAD
ROLLING STONES

STA-PREST,

(SHOULD BE RELEASED BY TODAY)

TRIM CUTS

**** ***** *****************************

Watch this ad for announcements on the release of:
BF. I
GI% I It1l
NI NSKI.,11 NI 11. li 11 )f

41;41:111.

\ 1,11 &

Levi’s classic Ivy
model with belt
loops and cuffs
given a now look
with great colors
and fabricsall
Sta-Prest.
Nobody but
Levi’s makes
Sta-Prest.

In \4;

and others as they become available for release.

Budweiser.
PIING OP

,4),H ad.
Woired 7412446 and .27.0.21../4,/,(.4

Ibf LARGES1 SELLING BEER IN 1111 WORD
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** Led Zepplen
** Jefferson Airplane Volunteers
: New Byrds
*
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$3.00
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IN CASE NOU MISSED IT
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III .
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***** mile and
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al
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played four
(TOO 1i 11 fatting more, 1111111.. afore. The
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The dance is open to all stu-

"Our main activities during the

"’rrof7.47.0r/Z0Creedr.oreCe’.../"../"...0.--fe

5027 Hyland Avenue
San Jose, California
259-6523

JAN WHEELER

years. currently has a membership of 170, according to the club
president, Brenda Goo, 22 -year-

Money from the charity ball
and queen contest will go to a
charity fund drive raising money
for refugees in Hong Kong.
Miss Ng, from Colon, Panama,
where she attended junior college
before coming to SJS, was chosen
as the representative by the
Chinese Club’s cabinet when their

JAN’S TYPIAG SERVICE

bands

larks, other than a winning football team, the Spartan Chinese

the Chinese Club’s

**The

Fraticisco

-nip Intrigues."

rally-dance tomorrow night from
9 p.m. to I an:. in the College
Union’s ballroom.
Miss Ng will represent the club
at a charity ball in San Francisco’s Hilton Hotel Dec. 20,
where the Chinese queen of the
Bay Area will be crowned.

Building 8

San

The Chinese Club, which has
been on the SJS campus for 20

students at

IitcCont #toic

kre ,55 t."

to

unable

In an attempt to present SJS
with the one thing it currently

Lucia Ng, 20-year-old business
major, will be presented to SJS

Guitar,. by

choice WEL.;

I’ lite.’

title.

GiGIORGIO & K. 1 kiln

8111 To%sii ii

original
compete.

Club is mobilizing to bring this
institution a "beauty queen"

L.IBLE

I
Stiperlatie

Coed Seeks Crown

Jose p, eslit l a,o king tor Pm,.
and Stevens Chemical Co. The
wedding will be this spring.
Sharon Vaudrey, senior English
major and tnembt.r of Kappa
Kappa Gamma sorority from San
Rafael. to Loren D. Volk, senior
accounting major and member of
Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity from
Monterey. The wedding will be
in late June.

IANKAMERICARI

tenfrome

wit ’Mar
master charge
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Establishment ’Shook’ in New Leigh Novel

PART Ill

4 Sumla s
In November
- hi] Short.
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What happens when a :ih-yearold hippy descends on the middle-class. cleanliness - obsessed.
well -ordered hiousehold of his 45-

1"

tv..0 heroes
Charley

and

ot

the

Bernie

Rasmussen. While t he older
Charley finds solace in his two
thousand dollar entertainment
system. the Los Angeles Dodgers
and his liquor store, brother Bernie osticent rates on eating healthful brown rice. hashish fudge and
marijuana. Included in the chaos
are Charley’s meticulous wife
Ann I labeled Mrs. Clean by their
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fiction Tekeldion
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1850 W. San Carlos

292-3457

son’, and their two children Margie 12 and David 19.
The cast of characters also includes two homosexuals, a fierce
Mexican,

a

fast -talking

Black

man, and a pair of "love -twins"
named Sandra anti Wondni. It
should be obvious that hysteria is
in store.
And it is. From the first moment Bernie arrives, the house
and the people in it are drugged.
iwaten (in a friendly way), seduced, attacked and subjected to
dther various forms of physical
intertainment.

R

\ ’me

hi% 1 141111111 \
t, roinot,-

’LOVE SCHOOL’
It seems that Berme is a memof a "love school" and soon
-its out to enlist Charley as a
student. The school has a very
n usual initiation procedure
which causes Charley, by means
.4 Sandia and Wondra, to murier

I’ll’ anal

il000 at

tiip

The

book are

yea r-olt brot her?
James Leigh, Pinner San Juse
State student, is truly able to
imagine. In his novel, entitled
The Rasmussen Disasters," he
msplores the possibilities.

This V, et.k.I’rlogrttnt

1t

awl ilarr- 101 gist- the
Aialit

latch

!11,111

James Leigh has written at
witty hook. He has a real gift
for fast himmor. and every page
contains vivid word pictures that
make the ridiculous seen’t not so
ridiculous, while the "straight"
becomes comical.
But inad,.n
clever
words is .:
Fictigh
what
s:rit tssen
household
aI pi obably unrealist:.
,
rces the
reader to eSR/Tlitio a !, !.II Marl.
Charley Rasmussen L
u man
trapped in a shalloi% , u id with
a woman who no ne.:.
understands nor cares I’m* him than
for the kittens her daughter
brings home. Bei nip’s arrival finally sparks the separation between the two that is really
needed.
But even disregarding the depth
of Leigh’s novel it’s lust plain
good reading. It’s the kind
book you want to keep coming
back to in order to find out
what’s going to happen next.
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What happened to a certain cameraman (hiring the riot
in Grant l’ark? Does the news media report all it sees?
is death ever a stranger to those w-ho report the news?

Sailor.- Hornpipe
1:reeitherg

S.JS
conducted
oniri:,
,
assistant p,im
: u1.10. will
present its Fall concert i in Tuesday, Nov. 18 and Wednesday.
Nov. 19 at 8:13 um. in Concert
Hall,
Pamela Resch, junior piano major, and Catherine Minn.:Inger,
senior voice major will appear as
featured soloists with the 80member orchestra.
The program will include Lido’s
"Le Rol Trys Oyes lure." Beethoven’s "Concerlo for Piano and
Orchestra in G Minor," and Berlioz’ work, "Les Nuit (Fete."
Mrs. Resch is a recent recipient
of the Music Dept.’s "Outstanding Performance Award" for pimemano. Miss IluntNinger is
ber and past chaplet president of
Mu Phi Epsilon, professional MU sic sorority.
The concert is sponsored by the
Music Dept. and the Associated
Students. AdMissii IL
and
:: in the
parking will he
lots by the mils’, bin!
.
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CINEMA BURBANK THEATRE
TOWNE

THEATRE

1433 The Alameda

297-3060

1201 EXCLUSIVE WEEK

"I
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Another shuck, "Joanna,’’

41 11.1
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mcdcials in search of mi spole..:
tlw phony film -Poi e

I 0
I:

SARATOGA THEATRE
Saratoga

. ,:i

which My i cede.

. limes, is making an abrup: eltani.
Press colimmist Bob Thomas wrote

i.ti

panies believe that their salvation is

\pem,so,

vouth-oriented film with acting neweci,
-The star system is taking its biggcs1

eks in this year of change

in the movie industry."
Big Ell’ItWs like Richard Burton and
well. Miss Andrews’ problem may be e m

.

Flairews aren’t doing so
ov her prei,ence in too

many -G" rated movies. "G" films, good and decent, are supposedly
designed for young people, but they :Arun’ t turning out in droves.
VIOODSTOCK FESTIVAL
A studio like Warner Bros. is impatiently waitini: to distribute a
film of the Woodstock Rock Festival. This il...(sn’t sound like the
Warner Bros, of old. Handled right mor e% ell somewhat sloppily m this
film could gross enormous sums of loot. The prixiticers, who claim
to be holding off the hungry Warner people, say they won’t sell it as
an exploitation film.
Meanwhile, in contrast to Warner Bros.. Paramount Pictures is
sticking with a $17 million musical called -Paint Your Wagon." Believe it or not, the movie features the singing of Clint Eastwood and
Lee Marvin. It’s a desperate attempt at keeping alive the star glitter
of Hollywood.
The deluge of youth-oriented films presents some problems in
terms of criticism. Most critics and reviewers aren’t young, Variety,
the show business paper, calls many of them "erochety."
There’s a definite need for younger critics, just as there is a need
for younger movie producers, directors, and writers. Older critic’s
often miss the point in a movie not directed at their age group.
_

leawmor,
SYUFY THEATRES
San Jose’s Luxury
tertainmen’ Cente

867-3026

Winner 6 Academy Awards
"DOCTOR ZHIVAGO"

Barry Keiser.

ti,r.ets at Tii-C Bldg., 3rd & San Antonio

Minkter to Collegians

GAY

seminar

THEATRE

OHLONE COLLEGE PRESENTS

294-5544
400 S. 1st
Continuous from 1 P.M.
Music to your y..7
"OVER le, AND READY"
Pius All Woman"

ARTHUR MILLER’S

DEATH OF A SALESMAN
Nov. 14, 15, 16
21, 22, 23
8 P.M.

C4-1R,ODIl\TB

131 . minute-

Ohlone College
Theater
650 Washington Blvd.

it the rill

iittimmt rotteerto
11
Barry
,,,,, I 11101 ,s ill’
.,111.

h As.

Pi-stor

klageetia’

Fremont
GENERAL ADMISSION $1.50

For Reservations Call the College Bookstore
(657-2100) or the Book Mark in the Hub
Shopping Center (793-7010)
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College Dept. (Spartan Tr -C)
9:45 a.m. - Mo:rting
5:45 p.m. - Evening Forum
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disastrous films designed for young PeuPle
Otto Preminger gave us the grotesque piece called ’ Sindn.d" Any
movie that red! lc es Jackie Gleason in love beads Cali be all bad.

2nd & San Antonio

Or, Clarence R. Sands.

295-7238

NIGHTLY 7:30 SUN FROM 1 P.M.

AM CURIOUS"
(yellow)

Continuous F.rorn I PM.

Ithe is
10. 11.31.1,10.1

Niait of the big money making movies today are yumith oriented.
-F:odbye Columbus," "Alice’s Restaulant." mind "Last Summer" are
doing extremely well. Al the same time there Mr, e been several
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Today’s subject: Illotbuood’s

Like every other business interest in Amerie
Hie motion picture
inilusti, Ls in hut pursuit of their share of the youth market.

For the complete
worship this Sunday at

"MEDIUM COOL"

120 ita,111-1.
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*Cativo() Cinema
t:oolierative. Catalogue
Nii. Two.
(it right 1969
’ii itt lay
I p.m. and
I Iltitht Ballroom
.35c

rSAVE I:2 EACII TICKET 15 MIN. BEFORE CURTAIN
"do not miss that SUPERMUSICAL"
-Clive Barnes. N.Y. Times
"an unqualified smash ... an incomparable evening"

-1<n.ckerbocker, SF. Chronicle

"brilliant ... fiercely passionate ...overwhelming"

-London Sunday Telegraph

I

Just Arrived

FASHION FROM ITALY
It’s hard to beat the Italians at shoemaking.
For proof, see this broad -toed contemporary shoe at Grodins. Woven leather strap
and gleaming links add bold emphasis to
the super-soft Fiesta Calf. 19.95
ALMADEN FASHION PLAZA VALLEY FAIR CEN (ER
SAN ANTONIO CENTER .FREMONT FASHION CENTER
Shop Monday through Friday nights -plenty of free parking.

"run;

don’t walk ... absolutely first rate theater"

SAN JOSE

-Chicago Daily News

"magic ... fire ... power ... a great evening"

-Toronto Telegram

ROBEFIT
GUILLAUME

246 3629

CENTURY 23

BETTY
RHODES

GEORGE
BALL

6Ale
lael4 t&t: f31 sreil A
akt4 LIA)iitt
lAbit(
The international Smash Hit Musical
TUES.-FRI.AT 5:30 PM/SAT. AT 7&10 PM/SUN.AT 3613PM
TICKETS’ ORCH $7 $6, BA1C, 55$ 14. SUN MAT S6 & S5 54 0 Sl
At Geary and Marines Dos Offices. and All TRS-T.ckefron Box Offire,
By Mail at 609 Sutter Street, San Frncsco

MARINES Tinfa- suPTTHOTEA;::317"
RV ARRANGEMENT WITH A CT

5TERE0PHONIC SOUNC,
METROCOLOR
WIDE
SCRELI,

Food Drive To Open Monday
inioughout the Santa
Clara Camay area will he colkn ted November 17-21 on campus.
()per:own ’rhanksktiying
the
annual ("ad Ma\
stsmsored

Patrons to Piold
Plea! To.l:t at t
Loise t4orey
their annual p,,tluek dinner tonight at 6
in the Women’s Gym.
Patrons, a scholarship fund
raising organization composed ot
interested friends of the campus.
is holdith,t the dinner to raise
more scholarship funds.
The Patrons Isis established a
revolving loan fond totalling S11.000. Last year the gel 111P established a four-year 1,TleWable
sebolarship for Alllerirall

Phi mere, and Circle K.
Cans may contain any type of
!pm -perishable foods but must
he in an unbreakable container
flarrcis will be located on Seventh Street. between the cafeteria and follege Union. near
the parking garage, and near
Alt,ITIS

The canned goods will In go en
to the Salvation Army for distribution to the needy families.
Prizes will be awarded to end;
living

center.

fraternity,

and

sorority making the largest contribution. However, all students
are asked to contribute.

Class Taught In Buddhism
Sy akc.
L-stiop ot the
’I uimen sect of Mahayana Bud (Misfit, conducts an Experimental
College class in the religion each
Friday at 7:31.1 p.m., at 1096
Cll.:Linn:in St., San Jose.

14

Fit o’

proicissiAr
lit is culicial
the California Institute of Asian
Studies in San Francisca.

111 YS

SAM To Accept
Tour Sign-ups
In taken through

SN.,n-aps
today

for

Harvey’s

a
at

business
lake

tour

Tahoe

of
this

weekend’, strinsored hy the Society for the Advancement of Man.
agement t SAM
Two cabins at the lake have
been rented by the group in con.
unction with the tour.
Interested students Italy cont.kct bill George, 2155 Lanai
Ave.. No. 79. at 258-0441 Ii
further information du paYinv
tour detuisit.

WHYS A VICE GIRL
LIKE YOU FEELMIG

Bishop Syaku, a former professor of Zen and etantraritive religion at Minobosan College in
Japan. has lectured internationally on Buddhist philosophy, art,
p.’,hol,gy., and literature

V1,11’,
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Mrs.

Neale

Hunter.

revolution

Red China, will

in

41:

speak to groups of SJS students
on Tuesday in three classes and
at a luncheon.
A headline in yesterday’s edition of the Daily erroneously
reported that
the Australian
couple would be on campus that
day. All the information in the
story, however, was correct.

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 16
I-, %At.
ut
IN(.
If hick
’’II,,
,o It. I ,bitimu
P NI. 1 \I \I\I. 1.111t1 NI

(Both at Tri-C Bldg., 3rd & San Antonio
-444-ta

GRAND OPENING
9un Won keetaurant

Cpe.ot Pipe Chop

A Delightful Experience in
Chinese & American Cuisine
Eat Here or Order Food to Go
FREE PARKING at 38 S. 3rd St.
72 E. Santa Clara St.
2 9 7-7 I 84
Open Daily 6:30 to 9:30

3 doors north of Penney’s

(..inirof

A niqpitilk, problem. But N. 110 (Ale,
bl,,,,ifed -Oh, I’m No ha fc,pling’..’
.
IRtN[)AR,katrs who. TRINDALLi. help keep k
a..s yokr ore 511 mond., long. Its modcin ti at
kksaterreduci’ogi option controls teanixifa ti pre meo
strual weight gain ..(That can
up to 7 ,oiuim.ls rs, ,,,
making IsR-FNDARtf to 7 altiys before that tinu.. I t;i4 ii lp ..
make you look iwilier and fecbberieS.

THIS COUPON GOOD FOR 1 FREE GAME WITH 1 PAID ADMISSION

14 411

HAMBONES

and

45 N. lot ST.
297-0463

EVERY MCKIM ? NArs ACTH/STOP/CI

Sparfw; Daily Classified Ads

Mr.

who lived through the cultural

Student Headquarters
for the finest in pipes
and tobacco,.

M101011111111

Read and Use

Spittrin /L IN 1.1

Correction

ti:

$35

itttePaid 41/116

iitittiattme

TRENOAR Ir/Milan/ GAO MlIkE A 6714’Ll

FEATURING

TWO

91(

IS -HOLE COURSES

976 BLOSSOM HILL RD.

The Omega Trio

225-0700
Aintlinirart1WCVNIMM COUPON

The following financial statement for the
1968-69 fiscal year was released by the
Student Affairs Business Office and prepared
by Ferguson and Young, Certified Public Accountants, San Jose, California.

Now !’kiyihg 6 Nights A Week
417 South First

LOOK FOR THE DRAGONS
CLIP & SAVE MIME

Phone: 295-9300

FREE DELIVERY WITHIN I MILE RADIUS

First Immanuel
Lutheran Church
And
Student Center

FERGUSON & YOUNG
NOME A FERGUSON, C.P.A.

1671 The Alameda, Suite 314
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 95126
297.5183

CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT

September

16, 1969

Associated Students

San Jose State College
San Jose, California 95114

Lutheran Church
Missouri Synod
374 South 3rd Sfroet
294-7033

Sunday Services at 8:15, 9:30 and 11 a.m.
2 Blocks From Campus
College Discussion Group
Every Wednesday Night at 7 p.m.
I-1,4,o P. Schroeder, Pastor
Richard

W.

Coll;n, Vicar

74a

VAUGHN
PRE-HOLIDAY

7

We set the scene,
the choice is yours.

Imported
"George"
Boots

tete 7

VAUGHN’S PRE -HOLIDAY SUIT
SALE . . . our entire stock of suits
including Sather Gate Clothes at 1/4
price. Select from Tweeds, Vested Suits,
Sharkskins, Gabs and Worsteds. Early
selection advisable!

79.50 Suits
Suits

89.50 Suits

100.00 Suits
115.00 Suits
125.00 Suits
135.00

n\scouNT

PAK Co ,I
01104. WU CUM!

Suits,

ON ALL

NOW 39.75
NOW 42.50
NOW 44.75
NOW 50.00
NOW 57.50
NOW 62.50
NOW 67.50

MERCHANO/SE

An English idea that’s made it big
here. Fine British leathers and craftsmanship all the way through. Comes in
a rich brown tone. Ask for it by name
"The George Boot". $19.95.
Every style on open display.

GH
AT SATHER GATE
UNA I 1111 NII N’S SHOPS
W. 192?

125 S. lth St.
Open 11,m. & ’Thurs. MI 9:00 p.m.

FLORSHEIM 0\)
SHOE SHOP
261-0163

Noose A. Ferguson

lii

i/2 PRICE SUIT SALE

85.00

We have exa lll i ll ed the statement of financial condition of the Associated
Students of Sau Jose State College for the year ended June 30, 1969. Our
examina
was made in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards
and accordingly included such tests of the accounting records and such other
auditing procedures as we considered necessary in the circumstances.
In our oph l ion, the accompanying statement of financial piisition premmts
fairly the financial position of the Associated Students of San J.,-e State College at June 30, 1969. in conformity with generalls accepted acettunting principles consistent whit that of the preceding year. except that the fund basis of
reporting was not used and fixed assets were not capitalized in prior years.

ASSOCIATED STUDENTS
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEt;i:
CALIFORNIA STATE COLLEGE AULILIAlil Olt1.1\ Ii kTIoN
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL Ct) \1111111\
JUNE 30, 1969
ASSETS

CURRENT ASSETS:
Cash
Accounts receivable
Prepaid expenses
Total Current Assets

$256,627

FIXED ASSETS:
Equipment, furniture and fixtures Note 1
Total Assets

30,555
$287,182

LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCES
CURRENT LIABILITIES:
Contracts payable
Accounts payable
Total Current Liabilities .

579
17,820
$ D,399

LONG-TERM LIABILITIES:
Non-current portion --- contracts payable
Total Liabilities

1.157
$ 19.556

$254,393
1,926

308

$

FUND BALANCES:
$ 20,127
Plant fund
126.995
Designated fund
111.504
General fund - Note 2
$207.626
Total F
I Balances
$21171112
Total Liabilities and Fund Balances
The aecomitanying notes are an integral part of the finamial statement.
NOTE I:
It has not been policy in prior years to capitalize J1111 ralcct fl tlie balance
sheet the COM of equipment purchased by the -Nsm,iated Students. XII
eqnipment owned at June 30, 1969 Isais been set tip in the record. at original
cost as determined by equipment records maintained hs the Department
of Student .Affairs.

NOTE

2:
The general f
1 balance of $111,114.00 is subject to the folios% ing appropriation- and restrict’
aggregating 75.1810.00
810.1100,00
[’ducat’ al Opporttinit Program
370011.00
General Fund Reserye
ST7000.011

Hungry Bears, Spartans Meet
Again at Memorial Stadium

insurance -49 en cy

-A

SPECIAL RATES FOR UNDER 25’s
NO DRIVERS REFUSED-FILINGS MADE
LOW MONTHLY PAYMENTS
AUTO -MOTORCYCLES -RENTER’S INSUR.
-HEALTH-LIFE
11.11oNf
Till liii 0.1
:r0).4191
378.5060
11111 IL 0
..I.11

10344 SO.

I :I/LL A I AL III 11 IL
1511411HI. 4 Ai II

By- KEVIN DOVILE
Dail) sports. Editor
BERNELEN"Fhe SJS Spartans will he as huru.,,ry f,ir a win
IS (-alit-mina is (lir a touchdown

JOSt.. I

Jet Charter Flights

NEW YORK
LV.
LONDON

FOREIGN
CAR PARTS

$135

ROUND TRIP

DEC. 19 - RTN. JAN. 3
LV. DEC. 20 - RTN. JAN. 4

alD I ’7c/a/

$249

ReLUND TRIP

LV. DEC. 19 - RTN. JAN. 4

THESE FLIGHTS ARE OPEN TO STUDENTS. FACULTY. STAFF.
EMPLOYEES AND THEIR IMMEDIATE FAMILY

r--

For Reservation Information Phone (415) 392-8513

ECONOMY1

MAIL TODAY FOR FREE FLIGHT INFORMATION

Impo.Rrs

Charter Flieltt.
941 Niarkei st.. Sim Francisco g11113
Please indil me information for flight

Polfs UM
Areseseivi
140 implinta AutaiSiks

Name

287 TYLER AVE. AT
STEVENS CREEK
743.6400

Phone

State
ANKieloW,We’We’:105,,,,W101eWo.

1

is - B co s -Pole

OLD-

No

Other Store Offers Such Discounts
ISE OUR LAY-AWAY - BANKAMERICARD - 1st NAT. - MASTER CHARGE
WE BUY - TRADE - E I
.
117113
1 1. I I -4
1 I ’111’
I i

A 1

I
j64::414..aim

.JPSCOUN,T.

viscoutuirg
OP 75% OFF

OPEN
DAILY
TILL

MOUNTAIN VIEW
1199 EL (AMINO
1 ’
GEIC6EST SELECTION". .’ OPEN SUNDAYS 10-5

9

YORKSHIRE 7-5709

i.’ -

.

FAMOUS BRAND-AMER. & FRENCH

FAMOUS EUROPEAN BRAND

SKI PANTS

r

ou s siwis

Ar Ar.’ 112:.,.."1’

DEALERS. YOU’LL
WANT SEVERAL FAIRS
...!imms..,-.....,,rsl-m..

‘""7m

II .Millii

BOYS PANTS
STRETCH PT1 SIZES
tibeh
’7’7
to
99
Prig. 52o.on
....,

THIS GROS .

. 64..

sickBp 1 Lk
.
.

ORMERLY
FOR
NTAL

USED

7

6-20
Reg.
520.00

_

14.99

Radio

Saturdat’s ,4.1s - ( alitornIa
football game will he broad mat over KKE:11’ PSI isterco) it
1:15 from Berkeley unit sidthe
erim Bud Fii,tee d
play-by-play ssith popular John
CbaKetz handling the color.
up defensively. Os tney pOSSUSS
one of the toughest defensive
units on the Coast.
Defensive end Irby Augustine
and linebackers Paul Martyr and
Phil Croyle anchor the Bear defense which led the PAC-8 going into the USC game two
weekir ago.
The Bears held US(’ to twi
touchdowns before falling 14-9 in
one of (’al’s best defensive efforts.
SJS will be looking for a replay
of the 1966 game when the Spartans behind quarterback Danny

Iolman blanked Cal ’14-0.
:;pai;:ins will attack the
.15 their "weakest" point
with quarterthe air
throwing to re’ ,ek Ivan
Butch Ellis
Bob
Serpa,
...ivers
:,I Glenn Massengale.
Messengale has recovered from
his thigh injury that was suprosed to keep him from playin:’
in last week’s 1W1’ game. ilia,
is also healthy after a skill,
Lack injury in the BY1.1 affait
S.TS Fullback Larry MerIin.
who leads the Spartan rusher
will get running aid from h: II
back Frank Slaton and Frank
Weirath.
The Spartan defense will lie
anchored by linebackers Bru,s
Lecueyi and Mike Flemons and
defensive ends Jim Grosso, Phil
Covington and Tony Jackson.
Defensive line coach Gisir
Darlingten, who SaW the Beal
get upset by Oregon State lasi
week. say that running bite’
Gary Fowler of Cal is a sdi.1
often dve player who can run.
block. pass and punt.
The Spartans have scored more
points than the Bears this season, but have also given up Mai,
OS many.
Students interested in purchasing tickets for the game may bi,y
them in the Student Affairs Business Office in the College Union
for Si.

Poloists Fall to Cal, 8-7
third period to one for the SparThe Spartan water polo squad.
trying to stay above the .500 tans and that was the difference.
mark, battle the Peninsula Club
in the last regular-season contest
tomorrow in the West Valley College peol at 11 a.m.
The Spartans’ record is nou
s
7-6 for the year following an 8-7
loss to UC-Berkeley Wednesday
nieht in the SJS pool.
Bill Gerdts led a strong
fensi. e effort with three g,:
for
as the Spartans pli*e,I
the Bears to a standstill in ever
quarter but the third.
After the two teams took a 5-5
halftime tie into the locker room.’
31);-;01/61 10th STREET
the Bears scored two goals it; tIi

FROM THE GOSPELS OF
ct. Riker

To be born free from the sins of
the old laws and the teachings of
the past. Let man accept the new
laws that GOD has given to his
children, so that they may dwell in
the house of RIKER. In there they
will know the love of their brothers
and sisters, for they will not be under the laws of ignorance but under
the laws of wisdom.

Application for Student Teacher. Noss living Accepted
C All. 227-58(01
G:iiiiiroh."#,VreVrriiiiet,""riiiirot,,Willoesoleoll.4.

11.41.E 1.01 ever had wort done on your ear
and found that the car was just as bad as before?
,st
Zs:

N’ot at .q1.1..-1 TEV1CO! We guarantee our
work aml price the labor with a student’s budget
III mind.

.1 Little Help Front A Friend
SILVA TEXACO
78 So. 4th

SAN JOSE

295-8968

Serving State Students for

WSITAVFINEVIIION.
C
STRUCTION. OUT PER
EVERY

11:00 A.M. United Ministry and Lutheran
6:00 P.M. Episcopal - Followed at 7:00 by
Dinner
TUESDAY LUNCHEON AND PROGRAM AT 1:30
JONAH’S WAIL

C199

PM/6 10.99
NYLON SHELL ill. Reg. 6.00
BOYS’ 8 GIRLS’ FAMOUS MAKE
U:k-aiLiAgnAA-A.A.L.-Aa

FAMOUS BY

5999

BUCKLE BOOTS
N
8 99’
WOMENS

YAHAMA
,, ’
to- at u
Reg. 109.50
SWISS Is AUSTIN/1N
.-..., UP
I I
Irlatiliffill
cuitOUS.611tOPS4 ..’
. .
69 50
to
59.50
MOW
Weno
Wes
Whim
F
......TERRIFIC
BUY
’ WE MADE A
THIS. GROUP. FORMERLY , tiskp FOR
toy
’
",
ON
THESE
SUPERB METAt
CONDITION
NEW
NEARLY’
RENTALS
,,
,
obats to’
,
’
SKIS. WE HAVE A FULL
-Ana THERMAL 1150 IRANGE OF SIZES. MO SUP. SWEATERS
TURTLE
i AFTER
LIMITED
7
/7L
esK,
9904 FAMOUS
77 UNDERNECK
.ny
,iwEAR
ea. ’HURRY!
7
MAKES
II BOOTS
& UP
T.SHIRTS
Reg. 139.50 i
’ Tops or BO.
INDING
S, -’, C . - ,,
D ,L0F_IIA
,
,

PANDA

Sit

59
799
oEss EDs_L- ToBoGGANsRsitAtil

i

HEADQUARTERS
Back Packers
INGIAGS
SLEE

sTERIAG

A

2.14AN MOUNTAIN TENTS

A 99 2 LI.

Mc.< INLET OR SKIER

4.

CLIMATIC

100%., DOWN

2’s
RIPSTOP NYLON COVER
3
PIP -STOP LINED
...1-.4a15.6.2.V.ZiALGLISjjja

RIPSTOP NYLON -WEIGHS VI POUNDS
PIMA NYLON -PARKA NYLON

6410
R
Hs . 49.99
lb. 54.99

SAVE NOW WITH GREATER

riX4P1-41?

MADE by WHITE STAG

ALSO
4-MAN:
PACK FRAMES-RUCKSACKS-KNAP ,ACKS
’.;::TD STAG-NEWCO-DENALI-STA?.DARD. ETC.

ON
ALL

GI , DOWN.,-, BAGS .
., . ..i’ . ,tirr-1
..

NAME BRAND ,#’’’’t

MITCHELL - BERKELEY - PENN - QUICK - SHAKE.
SPEARE - PFLEUGER - SOUTH BEND - OCEAN CITY
- AND ALL TOP !CAME BRANDS INCLUDED - HURRY

tit*
MMIIIIIIRCUJA,

NIMINNIMMINIIIIIIIIIMIIIIMP

.

GotIIKISIT:sTER SETS99\ 5, Driver?on:,
iron
-9-4
,
W
edges
5
.
IRONS 2
S
1 WOODS R‘g1M ia Woods
I

PRO

k.

., 4z ,-.4.

,t,

MEN’S and WOMEN’S

Puffer 199
ci

_

-._
8 IRONS & 3 WOODS
LEFT OR RIGHT HAND

_

LEFT HAND 8, JR. 34.99

. Woods *5 to *9

99 ifto-dinule Bolf
-

99

922 .a"

sl a1L., D..
Golf Shoes 8s7ike’s" 5.99 I WILSON K-8-IR0N SETS Reg. $183 8999
CORFAM Reg. 24.50 16 I (ARTS 9.99 I BAGS 5.97 I ItcrERS
COMPLETE SET REG. 119.50

Gillis

9 IRON 5E18
REG. 178.00

99

WTREABUEY-RENT

GuNs

The college you can’t get into without a job.
The college is ours-Western Electric’s Corporate Education
Center in Hopewell, New Jersey.
Like your college, ours has a campus with dorms, dining halls,
labs and a library. Unlike yours, you can’t get into ours without a job.
A job at Western Electric.
Our students engineers, managers and other professionalsdevelop and expand their skills through a variety of cour.:es, from
corporate operations to computer electronics. To help bring better
telephone service and equipment, through the Bell System.
For information contact your placement office. Or write: College
Relations Manager, Western Electric Co., Room 2500, 222 Broadway.
New York, New York 10038. An equal opportunity employer.

0
AIL

yrs.

AT THE CHAPEL OF RECONCILIATION

ONE SMALL GROUP
1
FE.NCH IMPORTS
LIMITED SIZES. Reg. 59.50 I /
29.95
VIIMMMIVIBEMEMPIERE,V,ZiLNAMEINBISA-

- -

35

Spartan Daily Classifieds-Like Having
A Personal Salesman Ring 23,000 Doorbells

EFAMOUS

FORMS METALSKIS
,..:, w
MADE
/,.

........; 4.’

.
109.

TO

L(urge variety

VALES;

ilAal

PROTT.CT FRANCHISE

AMERICAN
MADE DV
i KANCENIA
ALSO FAMOUS
NAME WE CAN NOT MENTION.

...,

99

WE PROMISED NOT TO
PUBLISH NAMES TO

SKI PARKAS
99

UM-LAM)NATED
ijaVrAliQU/I.:.. ..
OE111-8QUAILL". ANY OTHER’,
RAND NISIArt
LAILTIC
TTOIM

$55.00. Sizes 28 to 38.
WOMEN’n-Reg. $49.50. Sizes 8 to 18.
Xtra StortShorts-Regol3r-Lones

MENI-Reg.

1 GIRLSWOMENS
8 70 20
asisawssissi,..

SATURDAY
9-6

_ -

.
when the two kotball
meet Saturday at 1:30 at tiI.
morial Stadium.
The Bears haven’t scored a tecdee in three weeks, when they
won their fourth game or the
season, while the Spartans
haven’t captured a victory since
they topped Oregon 36-34 on Oct.
11.
What the Bears haven’t been
doing offensively they have made

Nov^m1.- 11. 1969

PI--QT 171T 1N IflAIT.r

Electric
Western
kLor..,1.. ,,,,,,,,,r:opply1,,,,,,he 11. ,01.1

55

$g,

?rinVqrivv,witvw

I Wes! Comu Chari*,;:sky
The only book of its kind!

sports Writer

by JOHN A. GARRATY, WALTER ADAMS
and CYRIL J. H. TAYLOR

Ii,iinst 5.15 tonight at
Ii
8 jun. in Spartan Stadium for
the championship of the West
Coast Intercollegiate Sumer Conference and a berth in thy NCAA
Western Regiiinals.
The rematch of the perennial
border rivals ranks as the highlight of what has been an otherwise disappointing fall sports
seasan on the SJS canna’s.
If you believe in the luck of
numbers. the Spartan squad has
one point against it hut four
thirws in its favor tonight.
The one unlucky thing is that
the contest will be SJS’ thirteenth game of the season. However, in it statistical coincidence,
the game will be the Spartans’
seventh home match of the season and their seventh WCISC
duel. In addition, seven points
were wored in the clubs’ first
contest and currently, SJS is
rated fourth in the nation and
USF third. That makes another
lucky seven. And to stretch a
Thant. tarlay’s date, Nov. 14, is a
multiple of seven.

Complete, practical, up-to-date. Covers 500 study programs (summer and full -year) open to U.S. students
and teachers in Europe, Latin America, the Near and
Far East. Authoritative information on expenses, language requirements, academic credits, draft exemptions, housing, etc.
"Excellent investment ... Covers
on enormous number of points
worth considering."
-Saturday Review
432 pages, ONLY $3.95
At your college store

Harper & Row
1817

New York. N.Y.

10016

oil can:
if

MORE THAN LUCK
The Spartans have a lot more
than just the luck of number:.
going for them in tonight’s b4,
game. however. That lot more i

JET CHARTERS
for CHRISTMAS

clothe you (with synthetics)
wash your clothes (with detergents)
brush your teeth (with nylon)
paint your room (with resins)
carpet your home (with polystyrene)
wrap your lunch (with waxpaper)
by using petrochemicals made
from petroleum hydrocarbons.

NEW YORK

LONDON

ROUND TRIP

ROUND TRIP

$139

$249

Leave Dec. 19 -Return Jan. 3
For students, faculty, employer’s and their families.
LIMITED SEATS!
SUMMER CHARTERS
to EUROPE
from $179 one way . .

in the form of team play, something the Spiirtans have lacked
until recently.
’For the Iirst time this year
we’ve really been playing together as a team.- accarding to
c ’ail? Julie Menendez.
Il glance at smiting sta1ho vtlidit
of that
the first USF
In:index scored
oi
Ai. But since
then.
its have acmull; i
I points, with
!fern
!I
t
other
eight.
Forward 14amid Saedian has
scored five of his 10 season goals
in the Spartans’ last four wins.
Insiile-right Hack Ghaficuri has
four of his 10 during thm stretch.
Vie Kolieziav has his only four
since the USF game while Joe
Pinicntal has three of his season’s seven goals during that
I ime.
THREE IN ROW?
"The players that have good
individual skills have put them ’
into the framework of team
play." continues Alenendez. "And ,
that’s just what we need to heat

r PEE

Colloting 7

ERROR FREE TYPING SERVICE on our new IBM MT/ST typewriter for all your typing needs thesis, term papers, resumes.

GNOMON COPY SERVICE
484 E. San Carlos (between 10th 8 I I th Sts.)
San Jose 287-7550

Spartans are 6-0. SJS is 11-1 on
the season. USF 10-0-2.
TEAMS COMPARE
The comparisons go on. SJS
has three all -conference perform.
ers, halfbacks Jeljko Pinic and
Art Romswineket, and forward
Hernandez.. USF counters with
Alex and C’orun Robustoff thalfhack and fullback! and Hans
Friessen I forward I.
"Friessen and Alex Robustoff
can hurt you the most often because their IUSF’s I strategy revolves around them," Menendez
notes.
SJS will start Viguen Khachikian at goalie, Ilif Tmndson and
Al Rodrigues at fullback, Bert
Baldaccini. Romswinckel and Pa
vieat halfback with Andre Marechat. Augusto Castaneda, Hernandez, Ghafouri and Pimental
at forwards.
SJS students are reminded that
admission is free to tonight’s
game. General admission Is one
dollar

7’

o

17/
11

6:A

CORDAY PREMIERES NEW PARFUM CREME
A luxurious satiny creme rich
touch lasts all day.
on
Toujours mot
Posiwiwimi

in

precious fragrance.

10th STREET PHARMACY
10th & Santa Clara 294-91 3 1

Drive-in and Dining Room Service

TWO S

Beating the Dons for the WC- .
1SC title is something the Spar.
bins have aceomplkhed the last
two seasons. If they can repeat
tonight, they will be the first
team to ever capture the conferenee trophy three straight years.
More invariantly. the Spartans
have advanced one step in paslseason tournament play in the
previous two y’ears after capturing the WCISC, getting to the
miarterrinals ia 1967 and the
semifinals in 196S. If they can
continue that trend, and improve
one step further, they will be at
Spartan Stadium Dec. 6 for the
NCAA final,
As noted, USF is third and SJS
fourth nationally. The Dons are
5-0 in WCISC action while the

NO MEMBERSHIP FEE
for applications, contact
Prof. David Mage at
293-1033 or
T -A4 TRAVEL AGENCY

..tt)
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Mr. Hevia has owned Tico’s for many
moons. It takes a long time to get to know
the taco business and to acquire culinary
quintessence.

4th and St. James

Phone Orders 297-8421

raduating Engineers.
civil electrical, electronic, industrial, mechanical, metallurgical, nuclear...

60 N. FIRST Si., Si., CALIF. 95113

For girls who like to
fuss without any bother
cgs

r

1

.114,

7.

Live and work in one of
the nation’s most
sought-after areas.

Mo.^

There’s a difference between fussing
and bothering.
Fussing is doing something you like.
And bothering is doing something you don’t like.
The Norelco Home Beauty Salon is for girls who love to
fuss about the way they look.
There are 10 attachments to fuss with. You can get a fast,
close, very gentle shave on your legs and your underarms. Or trim
the stray ends of your hairdo. Then change attachments and
fuss a little with your fingernails.
Change again, and you can massage your scalp.
tleer.
Or your face. Or neck. Even apply a facial cream
to your face.
..0.0
The Home Beauty Salon. If you love to fuss, it’s no
bother. And neither is the Lady Norelco.
It shaves your legs fast and close and
comfortably. Underarms, too.
And its shape was made just for you.
Sleek, modern, and attractive.
Be fussy. Choose Norelco.

we/co you can’t get any closer.
1949 North AtnirIcAn Piiul,p, Cnrfln

nflfact C-otl

No
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Yqrl,
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lisirleNtaing:

Civilian

Career opportunities with
sure recognition of talent
regular salary

increases

.job security

r .1

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS:

unmatched potential for personal
and professional growth
choice of 2 San Francisco Bay Area
locations

November 20, 1969

For appointment and further information, contact your placement office.

SAN FRANCISCO BAY NAVAL SHIPYARD
to.
Home

BeautySalon 251S

An

Equal Opportunity Employer

U

S.

A

.ophiAticated floral
tat ii lona lasting woodsy -mossy classic
a
haltering woody floral

I 9 dates to choose from

There’s more to oil than oil. More to an oil company than you realize.
Find out how much more. And how you can contribute to an expanding society through a growth company like ours. In
research, manufacturing, or administration and sales.
We’ll be on campus: NOVEMBER 17. 1969
A
An equal opportunity employer

colors PLUS

paper available at no
bond paper for
sheet extra.

legal and 3 hole punch
extra cost. 1000 Rag
thesis at l per

SJS Battles Dons Tonight
In League Soccer Crucial

The New Guide
to Study Abroad

-
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NO MINIMUM

3c kEkOU COPIES
Sati;faction yoaran..,
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Citizenship Required
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BARGAIN
CITY
I Field

Pea Coats
Bell

Bottom

Pants
Rain Gear

Combat Boots
Tarps

Jackets

Jackets

Pelyfoem

Goods

Camping

H11101 FoundatIon, (Jewish students!. 7:30 p.m., Joe West Hall,
to meet in lounge.
Intervarsity 4’hristian Fellowship, 7:30 p.m., C7ostanoan Room,
College Union. Guest speaker.
Mary Webster from Santa Cruz.
Topic "Christ’s Challenge." All
welcome.
SJS Ski Club, 7:30 p.m., to
meet in front of PER building.
Ice skating tin:, to Sunnyvale is
scheduled. Everyone welcome.
Seminar an Buddhism. 7:30 p.m.
at 1098 Chapman St. ’between
The Alameda and Park Avenue).
Jonah’s Wall L’offee House,
7-12 p.m., 10th and San Carlos
Streets. Two films, "Run" and
"The Magician" will be shown.
Folk singing also scheduled.
SUNDAY

GI SURPLUS - CLOSEOUTS
BANKRUPTCY STOCK
OPEN MON.FR1. 9-6, SAT. 9-5
260 N. FIRST ST., SAN JOSE: 287-3942
-e..CorP000:rr
-s0000:03Coarzeer.e.c..:40etize

UNDER NEW
MANAGEMENT
AT LAST
HOURS

SUNDAY THRU THURSDAY 10 A.M.-I I P.M.
FR:DAY AND SATURDAY 10 A.M.-12 MIDNIGHT

A COMPLETE MEAL
ONLY 490

BIG BARNEY’

French Fries & Coke
It you haven’t had a Big Barney. t.
you don’t know what you’re
missirg, Two delicious harnburcopatties. cheese lettuce. pickle.
and Our own snecial sauce on a
double deck roll Try It with
French Fries ,- 1 a Coke today!
Regular PpcP 84e

Chi Sigma. Epsilon, 1:30 p.m.,
to meet in Memorial Chapel. Initiation of new members scheduled.
Spartan Tr -C, 9:45 a.m. and
also at 5:45 p.m. "The Things
Which Are," a study of the book
of Revelation, Is scheduled.
The New Wineskin, 6:45 p.m.
at San Fernando and 10th
Streets. "Violence or Non-Violence in Social Change?" to be
discussed.

Demo To Speak
In Auditorium
Ast:emblynkan John Vaseoncellos 1D-San Jose! will speak in
Morris Dailey Auditorium on
Tuesday at 4:15 p.m. The talk
will be sponsored by Pi Sigma
Alpha, honorary political science
organization.

FROM
It,,,,

EUROPE
Way

CHARTER JET FLIGHTS
Geneva to San Francisco
August 4, 8 and 15
her of
A limited
spaces are available for
faculty, staff, students of
the California State Colleges
FARE: $225 ONE WAY
For information:
Office of International Programa
The California State Colleges
1600 Holloway Avenue
San Francisco, California 91132
111Sr 469-1014

WAKE
UP

Where ifs fun to eat

z-JJ

with a good
breakfast
bacon. ham or
sausage
hash brown potatoes
eggs
toast
7T" sT

juice
coffee

Sound
’ kr.4:11der,,.
rF

Good?

Spartan Daily Classifieds
ANNOUNCEMENTS 111
NON-PROFIT FLYING CLUB needs stuled pilots. Four aircraft,
dents ad
:ow rnernbe-, o foe IL monthly dues.
257-7562 or 248-8484,
YOGA & MEDITATION. Tues. & Thurs.
eve. 7:30.9:30. 70 Hawthorne Way, S.J.
286-5487 - by Sri A. Alexandrou.
GET TOGETHER ORIENTALS GTO
JADES. Dance Franciscan. 1580 Hamilton
Ave., S.J., Music by ’’Somethin’ EISA"
9-2. Saturday, Nov. IS.
TURN ON FLASH
Monday Night 9 to 10
on KSJS, Channel 90.7
EUROPE JET -FLIGHTS
(For students, faculty and staff only)
Los Angeles-London- (Round.trip) Mar.
29-June 16, II Weeks $255. June 15Sept. 22, 14 Weeks $295. June 2I -Aug.
21, 9 Weeks $295. July 5-Sept. 3. 8
Weeks $295. For application write or
call: LTS TRAVEL: 4146 Overland Ave.
Culver City, 90230. (408) 286.6929
(213) 839.7591.
"BEDAZZLED" Friday Nov. 14th. Morris
Dailey. 50c. 7:00 & 10:00 p.m.
ASIAN-AMERICANS: going to S.F.
March on 15th? Let’s get it together.
Cali 286-2379 - Ask for Arty.
ENJOY A FREE evening of entertain’
ment and enlightenment at 8:00 p.m.
Sur., Nov. 16. Hear the popular musical
leans the -Baroguen Spirits- play Latin
Modern music and well known lecturer
Rick Melrose speak on ’Going through
the Top, at Scientology Santa Clara.
3250 McKinley Dr. Santa Clare, I blk.
off Stevens Creek at Cronin.
GTO JADES DANCE THIS SATURDAY
MOVED FROM Franciscan TO ZORBAS,
1350 BASCOM AVE. S.J. Everyone Wel.
come.
AUTOMOTIVE 121
BSA 441 cc, 1968. Excellent condition,
only 1400 miles. Asking $650.00 Call Bob
or Bill Kaswen 298.7911.
’67 VW Bus - Double Bed - Coleman
Cooler. $1650 or best offer. 3 p.m.8 p.m. 264-5129.
’60 VW - 35 mi. on completely rebuilt
engine. Sunroof, good brakes, tires $650
244-8109.
1966 VW CAMPER Fully equipped, bed
radio, refrig., cabinets. NEW engine &
trans. Clean MUST SELL. $1,400 or best
offer. Call collect (415) 343-5007 after
6 p.m. ask for Mrs. Mountain.
’ BEDAZZLED" Friday Nov. 14th, Morris
Dailey. 50c. 7:00 & 10:00 p.m.
OSSA 175 850 miles. 1966 street model
$365 or reasonable offer. Call Dave at
28? -0955.
’611 T-BIRD LANDAU. Perfect. Tudor.
Air, Full Power, 25.000 mi., warranty.
Must Sell. Best offer, 354-1724.
’63 TR SPITFIRE, New Engine. New
Clutch. New Top, Roll Bar, Many Extras.
Make Offer. 379.9229.
JAGUAR ’69 XKE Roadster, Excellent
Cordit1on. 227-6541 after 6 p.m.
MGA ’60 Good Condition. $700 or best
r(.. Call 664-2454 after 6 p.m.
FOR SALE: 250cc HarleyDavidson
$350. Call 293.9554.
’69 VW Bug togawhite with red & black
interior, 9,000 mi., radio, warranty. 81750.
Call 657.9575 evenings & weekends or
298.1584.
GALS: Blow your dessert money & wash
& wax your car at Astor’s. Keep slim &
-cool" for him. 723 S. 1st - (Between
Marg. & UA Sts.)
1967 HONDA Super Hawk 305cc stock,
rew tires. excellent condition. $375.
286.9448.
’67 VW, Must Sell, leaving town. $1350
or best offer. One Owner. Cell 294-7238.
’59 SPRITE Rebuilt engine. trans., diff.
Excellent Condition. New Wiring. $600,
354-7964.
’65 VW Deluxe Bug. 40,000 miles, perfect condition, sunroof, radio. Must Sell.
$875. 525-4412 or 524-9710.
’62 FORD GALAXIE, 390 engine, power
oeeri,1 and brakes. R/H, Good condi, nn $250-’ offer. 297-3583 weekday eve.
’63 BSA 650cc. Super Rocket $495 or
best offer. Call 297-8238.

ADDRESS
OMR EXPIRES NOV 17 1969

1.01. Si 11 fl-/N .4 FREE 1,11.VVER
WITH THIS COUPON
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HELP WAPIZED

MALE-FEMALE. $3 per hour plus bonus
servicing customers in established territory. At least 15 hrs. to spare. Requirements: neat appearance and car. Call for
appointment. 264-0699. The Fuller Brush
Company.
$ NEED MONEY $ - Newspaper sample program full time, part time, steady
work. 4 good men wanted immediately.
Age 18 to 29. $2 per hr. go/err/Maid
plus bonus. No exp. needed. Ear/, while
you learn. Transportation fin. Call today. Mr. Looney 292-6011.
GIRLS - share your skills! Nearby Girl
Scout troops need YOUR help. Call
867.4287 anytime.
WOMEN: Temporary & part-time babysitters end housekeepers needed, Heatherlee Agency 296.3533. days.
WE NEED HELP - Part time or Full,
Men, Women, Students 81004800/mo.
New rnanuf. co. hes several positions.
NOTHING VENTURED, NOTHING
GAINED, Teed 967-4341.
"BEDAZZLED" Friday Nov. 14th, Morris
Dailey. 50c. 7:00 & 10:00 p.m.
CHICKS wanted for legitimate nude
modeling. 286-5033 evenings. Equal OpPortunity Employer.
FEMALE ’-Age 18-20 - Part time
store keeper. 50-60 words/min, typing
required. Hours flexible 295-7778, near
campus.
7 MONTHS FREE RENT (Feb. to Sept.)
in home of professor to responsible
couple in exchange for caring for his
3 school age children, Feb. to May
only. For additional info. 264-3994 or
SJS Ext. 2782.
TUTOR needed for Quantitative Business Analysis. Ask for Roger at 1253
S. 7th St. $84 SJ after 6.00
SELL PEACE FLAGS
Flag comes with marching stick or can be
flown from car antenna. Sells for 69c
you make big profit. Call 286-9716 for
jr b
HOUSING 151

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. 7
share 2 bdrrn, apt. with 3 other 9,i,
Furn. $47.50/rno. 780 S. 11th, *19.
293-4277.
WANTED MANAGER for 15 unit apt.
No chldren or cults. Close to College.
Senior or post grad. preferred. Ref. required. Call 344-0739 collect,
COLLEGE COUPLES WELCOME! - 2
child - OK/Adult arealpool rec. rm.
10 min. from SJS. 2 bdrm. $135 Mgr.
28 6- 3795
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED in 2
bdrm. apt. with pool, near Town &
Country. Ages 20-24. $37.50/mo. 2412946.
MALE STUDENT. Private upstairs room
in quiet home. Near college 293.2711.
$37.50/mo. 484 S. 13th St.
DORM CONTRACT AVAILABLE
Markham Hall
Contact Larry 325-7097
LARGE HOUSE IN MOUNTAINS 10
min. from Downtown Saratoga. 3 Roommates Wanted. 4 Bdrm. 890. 867-2750.
Dare.
"BEDAZZLED" Morris Dailey 7:00 &
50c
10:00 p.m.
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED: Furnished
apt. $50 per month. After 5 p.m. 726
S. 10th #6. 295.0811.
ROOM WITH kitchen prin. for rent.
non-smoking female students
Serious
only. 5 blks, from campus. $60/mo. 2979689. after 2 p.m.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED: To
share 2 bdrm. apt. Upper Div, preferred.
near campus. $58.33/mo. 286-5212.
ROOMMATES for 3 bedroom 2-plc’.
Partly furnished apt. - Nonsmokers
Please: Call 379-3352 5.9 p.m.
ROOMMATE WANTED to share room
in 3 bedroom house. 585 S. 10th St.
292-1587,
FEMALE IUPPER DIV. ROOMMATE to
share 2 bdrm. house with fireplace.
$47.50/mo. 460 S. 11th 297-3967 Or
come by.

FREE EAR PIERCING - FAST - PAINLESS with purchase of Gold Earrings.
(from $7.50) Cell for appointment. 2976522. Evelyn’s, 40 S. 1st St. Downtown,
U.S. SURPLUS: Field Jackets, Combat
Boots, Bell Bottom Pants. Pee Coats. &
Camping Supplies. HIPPIE FASHIONS:
Furs, Leather & Suede Jackets, Velvet
Goodies. Jack & Pat’s 3rd Hand Store,
375 E. Hedding St. between 8th & 9th.
Hours 11-6. Closed Mondays,
PSYCHEDELIC STROBES $20 - Color
Organs, a little more. 76 E. Sen Fernando
DRUMS - Ludwig Super Classic, 4 pc.
set incl. covers: 4 Zild, cym., perf. cond.
298-6348 or 269-6249.
SONY 530 Stereo Tape Recorder. 18
was, old. Orig. cost $315. Best Offer.
Cell daily after 5. 243.6733,
PIANO, Rembrant upright, good condi
tion, $115. 259-4480.
SKI BOOTS - 1970 Lange form Flow
Brand New $105. Call Brian 287-0796.
This Boot retails for $120.
TUX - Like hew. Size 38. $50. 294-2157.

LOST! Small black puppy, with brown
markings. Corner of San Salvador &
3rd on 11/8. Please call 298-4855.
PERSONALS 171
HATHA YOGA IS MEDITATION. Tues.
& Thurs. eve. 7:30-9:30. 70 Hawthorne
Way, S.J. 286-5487. Sri A. Alexandrou
Remember the CLOTHES HORSE
BOUTIQUE has the clothes and accessories you need for every day and
special dates. Easy layaway plan. 242 S.
3rd between San Carlos & San Antonio,
TERM PAPER wanted on Pros & Cons
of Capital Punishment. Call 298-2109,
286-3068 evenings.
HARRY - When you leave, who will
hold cafeteria 1007 We’ll miss you! Your
Students.
TURN IN - TURN ON
500 lbs. pressure-I20 soft water with
film free detergent. Astor’s Coin Auto
Wash - 732 S. 1st,
JIM
Happy Birthday
Love Carol
MARY: I miss you and love you very
much. October hill is lo,aly tn,, and 1
still believe in tomorrow. Rob,...

WANT MALE ROOMMATES - for fur.
nohed apt. 529 5, 10th #9. Drop by
before 10:00 a.m, and after 9:00 p.m.
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED To share 2
bdrm. apt. with 3 others. Furnished
$47.50/mo. 780 S. 11th 297-8350. Apt.
SERVICES 1181
#20. Very congenial atmosphere. Apt.
is filled with girls!
WANTED: Couple to share 3 bdrm. STUDENT TYPING in my home. Fast, Accabin. Woods, stream. quiet. Ideal for curate, Minor Editing. Mrs. Baxter, Phone
244-6581.
students. 15 mi. from SJS. 269-0614.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

L

at

Minimum
Three lines
One day

Howard’s
crystal Creamery

3-11nes
4 lines
5 lines
6 linos

7th & SANTA CLARA

Add this amount for
each addi
tionai line

7:00 A.M. ’til 10:30 P.M.
Tues. Thru Sun,

One day

,

O

Come to:
Classified Adv.
Office -J206
Mon.-11 - 1
1:30-3:30
Tues.-I0- 12
2:30-3:30
Wed.-11 - 1
1:30-3:30
Thurs.-10- 12
2:30-3:30

WELL,AVVIre OF MI551Ner TH. FINAL T TALKED HIM INTO
01’) CONDI-DON - - - THAT fiE1).- FCEEZZ5 OVER’
FA651146
No refunds on cancelled ads. Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces for each line)
Five days

2.50

1.50

2.00

2.25

2.40

2.50

2.75

2.90

3.00

2.50
3.00-

3.00
3.50
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CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
1:1 Announcements (1)
0 Automotive (2)
El For Salo (3)

an ad:

Phone 294-6414. Ext. 2465

Two days Three days Four days

.50

To Place

Send in handy order blank.
Enclose cash or check.
Make check out to Spartan
Daily Classifieds.

2.00

.50

TRANSPORTATION 191
JET CHARTERS for Christmas to New
York & Europe, round trip. No fee. Call
Prrif, David Mege at 293-1033.
RIDERS NEEDED to share expenses te
Denver. Leave in 2 weeks. Call 356.6052.

Fri.-11 - 1
1:30-3:30

CLASSIFIED RATES
It is,

EXPERT TYPING SERVICE E. San JONA
2b8.4.135 143 ElaV,ama Way,
RENT A TV OR STEREO: Fres service.
No contract. Free delivery in SJ. CAI
Esche’s. 2512598.
EXPERIENCED TYPIST, Accurate, Pest.
Can Edit. 5 miles from campus. Mrs.
Aslanian - 298-4104.
AUTO INSURANCE as low as $66 par
year for married, good students. Also,
excellent savings for single men over 21.
Call George Campbell 244-9600,
EXPERIENCED TYPING - ELEC1-ire.
Master’s - Reports - Dissertation,.
Marianne Tarnberg, 1924 Harris Ay&
Call 371-0395. San Jose.
PROFESSIONAL photography for any
photo uor pt38se6.-11R;i9a sonable rates. Call
Rich
Ke:.EXPERT DRESS
MAKING end alteration. Student Rate. Call Mrs. Doris Lau,
225-4270.
MEET your ideal match $2.00, Campus
Dating Service 296-3533."
GARDENING, LANDSCAPING, ROTO
TILLING. PRUNING & CLEANING. Call
after 4 p.m. 298-4383. Free Estimates,
JAN’S TYPING SERVICE - Resumes,
letters, term papers, statistical work,
forms. 5027 Hyland Ave. S.J. 259-6523.
TYPING ON IBM ELECTRIC. Experienced in Manuscripts. Students’ Papers,
General. Near College, 297-6506.
SEAMSTRESS
Cheep. Call Kris 297-4390,
NATAL Horoscopes and Explanations
computed from the minute you were
born in. David Pfaffle 287.1508,

LOST AND FOUND (61

FOR SALE 131

VALUABLE COUPON

Hi We’re New
BIG BARNEY TRIO
BIG BARNEY. french fries. and 15c drink all
Ian 49c with this coupon. LIMIT ONE TRIO
PER COUPON. One coupon per family at
one time. Clip and present to RED BARN at
250 E. Santa Clara St.
NAME

SKI BOOTS, Double. Men’s EvcIlent
hand made quelity Rogge. Almost new.
Size 121/2. Cost $75-Sell 825. 269.9613.
BEARCRAFT Ski Rack (For Trunk) 815
Car Radio (Never used) and speaker
$15. Call 287-0158 ask for Stove
NEW CASSETTE TAPE RECORDERS,
AC/DC. incl. 2 tapes, batteries, case.
microphone earphone, etc. 1 yr. war.
ranty. RETAIL $41.50. SALE $29.95. Cell
287.4781. Ask for Ed.
PONY - Bay Gelding twelve hands. 5
years. 295-5516 after 5.
SKI BOOTS - girls size 101/2 N. Almost
new has tree. $15. 298.1589.
RECORDS AND TAPES. All current 45’s.
L.P.’s. cartridges, cassettes and reel to
reel tapes for sale at a 40% discount.
Special order basis through a wholesaler. Order by Tues, pick up on Fri.
8-track cartridges recorded. Advance
payment not necessary. Ken - 1021
High Rise Dorm. 3-5 M -F. 287.3481.
SKIS, Kastle.200, Marker Binding. $125
or Best Offer. Call 287-0379.
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